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I shall be very curious to know what has passed about Grant . . . &
what new eccentricity has been perpetrated by that shadow of a
reputation.
Edward Forbes to T. H. Huxley,
16 November 18521
Robert Edmond Grant ( 1 7 9 3 - 1 8 7 4 ) , the first professor of comparative anatomy and zoology at the new University of London in 1827,
was probably the only teacher in Britain sympathetic to Lamarckism
in the three decades before 1859. One might imagine that this heresy
alone was enough to damn him in the politically troubled thirties and
hungry forties, and that little more is needed to explain his social and
scientific eclipse. Lamarckism, after all, came complete with a number
of associated anathemas: spontaneous generation, lack of design, and
so on. 2 And it conjured up that most haunting of Victorian fears,
the bestialization of man. a Fall from grace Grant did. By the 1840's he
had virtually ceased publishing and was reduced to living in a "slum".
In calling him "that shadow of a reputation," Edward Forbes was
alluding to Grant's failure to live up to his early promise - to become
what the L a n c e t had prophecied, the "English Cuvier. ''4
1. Huxley papers MSS, vol. 16, f. 170, Imperial College, London.
2. Oxbridge dons belabored these complementary aspects. Sedgwick dismissed "the doctrines of spontaneous generation and transmutation of species,
with all their train of monstrous consequences," and Whewell listed four auxiliary
hypotheses necessitated by the theory of transmutation: (1) the existence of
monads, (2) a tendency to progressive development, (3) the force of external
circumstances, and (4) spontaneous generation. Adam Sedgwick, "Address to
the Geological Society," Proc. GeoL Soc., 1 (1834), 305; William Whewell,
History of the Inductive Sciences (London: J. W, Parker, 1837), III, 578.
3. This is discussed at length in Michael Bartholomew, "Lyell and Evolution:
An Account of Lyell's Response to the Prospect of an Evolutionary Ancestry
for Man," Brit. J. Hist. Sci., 6 (1973), 261-303.
4. Lancet (1835-36: II), 844;(1836-37: I), 21.
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In this paper I investigate the milieu in which Grant developed his
transmutationist biology and suggest that his subsequent decline
was a complex affair, involving political, religious, and personal factors.
He became caught up in professional rivalries, suffered financial hardship, and probably alienated many by his breach o f contemporary
mores. Add to this the taint o f materialism (and materialists, according
to Hugh Miller, were invariably "bad men"), s and we begin to realize
that Grant's demise was a demonstrably social affair. He violated contemporary ideas about what made a good scientist and a good citizen.
SOME HISTORIOGRAPHIC PROBLEMS
Of the many difficulties involved in tackling so controversial a
figure, the most serious are historiographic. Grant was a Lamarckian
who happened to befriend a teenage Darwin in Edinburgh; for that
reason he has invariably been relegated to a footnote in Darwinian
studies. Scholars have been encouraged to keep Grant in a specifically
Darwinian context by the fact that the most readily accessible information on the man (or so it would seem) is contained in the works
o f Darwin and Huxley. 6 This is unfortunate because the Darwinians
came to disown Grant, and the fact that Darwin himself scribbled
"Nothing" in his numbers of Grant's Outlines o f Comparative A n a t o m y
( 1 8 3 5 - 1 8 4 1 ) was not guaranteed to enhance Grant's reputation. 7 To
be fair, Grant did not discourage the linking o f his name to Darwin's
after 1859; he actually basked in the reflected glory, which hinders

5. M. J. S. Hodge, "England," in The Comparative Reception o f Darwinism,
ed. T. F. Glick (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1974), p. 1 lnl 8.
6. Especially Nora Barlow, ed., The Autobiography o f Charles Darwin (New
York: Norton, 1969), pp. 49-51 ; Charles Darwin, On the Origin o f Species, 3rd
ed., (London: Murray, 1861), p. xiv; T. H. Huxley, "On the Reception of the
'Origin of Species'," in The Life and Letters o f Charles Darwin, ed. F. Darwin
(London: Murray, 1887), II, 188; and L. Huxley, ed., Life and Letters o f Thomas
Henry Huxley (London: Macmillan, 1900), I, 94, where Grant is said to have
missed his vocation. Huxley was a past master at dispatching an Owen or a Grant,
on which see Michael Ruse, The Darwinian Revolution: Science Red in Tooth and
Oaw (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979), pp. 141-144; and Adrian
Desmond, Archetypes and Ancestors: Palaeontology in Victorian London, 18501875 (London: Blond & Briggs, 1982), chap. 1.
7. P. Helveg Jesperson, "Charles Darwin and Dr. Grant," Lychnos (1948-49),
162n9. Darwin jotted "Nothing" on the back of each part of Grant's Outlines even though pt. 4 remains uncut: these are now housed in Cambridge University
Library.
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any attempt to pry him from a Darwinian context. No sooner had
the Origin appeared than Grant got out a little book, Tabular View
o f the Primary Divisions o f the Animal Kingdom (1861), dedicated
it to Darwin, and in an open letter reminded his former pupil of their
time together in Edinburgh and their subsequent labors "in the same
rich field of philosophic inquiry." 8
As a consequence Grant has never been confronted on his own
terms. But then, the canons of an older positivist historiography virtually precluded this. When Grant was acknowledged, it was as a
precursor. The Lancet in 1874 talked of his having been "far ahead"
of his time; this implied, in the words of the Darwinian John Evans,
that Grant had anticipated to some extent "the doctrine of the origin
of animal forms by descent with modification." 9 Grant himself never
used such overtly Darwinian terminology, and it belies the true nature
of his concept of "generation" or "metamorphosis," which differed
profoundly from Darwin's "descent." Talk of his being far ahead tells
us more about Victorian historiography than about Grant's own beliefs
it was the sort of historiography that scanned the past for precursors
and then portrayed them as fully and finally eclipsed by Darwin's
backward-projecting shadow) °
Historians now find it more profitable to take a contextual approach
and investigate the cultural and scientific factors that might have led
to the generation of earlier developmental theories. M. J. S. Hodge
points out in his innovative study of Robert Chambers' Vestiges o f
the Natural History o f Creation that when we cease trying to read
the Origin into earlier works, they sometimes show up in a surprising
light. 11 Whether one tackles the subject from the standpoint of individual psychology or cognitive sociology, 12 it makes little sense to
imagine Darwin's culturally scattered "precursors" all seeking answers
to a common problem. Given the new contextual emphasis, the time
is ripe for an investigation of "Grantism" in relation to the milieu of
-

8. Robert E. Grant, Tabular View of the Primary Divisions of the Animal
Kingdom (London: Walton and Maberly, 1861), pp. v-vi.
9. John Evans, "Anniversary Address," Quart. J. Geol. Soc., 31 (1875), li;
Lancet (1874: II), 322.
10.See M. Barth~lemy-Madaule, Lamarck ou le mythe du prdcurseur (Paris:
Editions du Seuil, 1979).
11.M.J.S. Hodge, "The Universal Gestation of Nature: Chambers' Vestiges
and Explanations," J. Hist. Biol., 5 (1972), 127-151.
12.Steven Shapin, "History of Science and Its Sociological Reconstructions,"
Hist. Sci., 20 (1982), 157-211.
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late Enlightenment Edinburgh with its Continental connections. Biographical material on Grant being scarce, we cannot yet determine
why he required a Lamarckian framework; our eventual goal, however,
might be to integrate this need with his wider cultural beliefs. At this
stage, though, we can investigate the resources he exploited to ease
Lamarck's doctrine into a contemporary geological setting.
I said earlier that Grant's decline had to do with more than scientific
heresies. Perhaps we can appreciate this by putting him in a comparative light. For instance, why was he never considered as influential
as his friend and colleague at University College, William Sharpey,
a teacher who published considerably less but upon whom was bestowed the inevitable title, "Father of Modern Physiology"? 13 Part
of the answer, as Gerald Geison has shown, could be that Sharpey
"grandfathered" a successful research school, via his (and Grant's)
pupil Michael Foster. Grant can hardly be said to have founded a
school in this sense -- not a successful one. 14 On the other hand,
he was arguably one of the best comparative anatomists in England
in the 1830's. He employed the latest Continental techniques and
had a series of solid research papers to his credit. Numerous careeroriented students of high caliber passed through his hands and went
on to professional distinction: a cursory glance at his class lists reveals
the names of W. B. Carpenter, Edwin Lankester, John Marshall, W. H.
Flower, Joseph Lister, H. C. Bastian, and many others active in London
science and medicine. On this score alone greater subsequent recognition might have been expected.
Then there is the nagging problem of why Huxley (who certainly
knew Grant)~s was so vindictive. Surely he should have been the first
13. D. W. Taylor, "The Life and Teaching of William Sharpey (1802-1880),
'Father of Modern Physiology' in Britain," Med. Hist., 15 (1971), 126-153,
241-259; and Gerald L. Geison, Michael Foster and the Cambridge School of
Physiology: The Scientific Enterprise in Late Victorian Society (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1978), pp. 4, 44-45, 50-57. Foster sat in Grant's
course in 1855-56, according to the MS "Professors' Fees Books," College
Collection, University College, London (hereafter UCL).
14. Aspects of his developmental theory did endure in the hands of his 1859
Gold Medalist, Henry Charlton Bastian (1837-1915). Bastian championed a
kind of Grantian transmutation and defended the mechanism on which it was
based, spontaneous generation, to the end of his life. See esp. his Beginnings of
Life: being some account of the nature, modes of origin and transformations of
lower organisms (London: Macmillan, 1872), II, 165-166,584.

15. T. Wharton Jones gave Huxley a letter of introduction to Grant (8 April
1846, Huxley papers MSS, vol. 19, f. 86, Imperial College, London) asking
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to applaud the only materialist "evolutionist" teaching in pre-Darwinian
London. After all, Huxley had abandoned Carlylean romanticism b y
the 1860's and taken a more aggressively materialistic and militaristic
stand, signaled b y his attacks on parsonism; 16 a priori we might have
expected him to have placed the martyred evolutionist in the new
pantheon. But evolution was never a single simple issue. F r o m Huxley's
perspective Grant's transformism would have looked anachronistic,
rooted in serial succession, spontaneous generation, and nebular development. 17 Grant, moreover, was the kind of cynical materialist
despised b y Huxley; his radical politics - formulated in the thirties
when Chartists were fighting on the streets - would have been too
extreme for Huxley's moderate reformist tastes; and certain aspects
o f Grant's personal life seemed open to question. As Forbes's letter
indicates, observers were daily expecting some new "eccentricity."
And Grant did not disappoint. Unlike Darwin, he made little effort
to conceal his heretical views.
Take the problem o f materialism. Since Howard Gruber published
D a r w i n o n M a n (1974), historians have been aware o f Darwin's fears
o f being labeled a materialist and have speculated that he delayed
publishing his theory on this account. Yet Grant openly consorted
with materialists in Edinburgh and London, at a time when materialism
was the ideology o f the secular wing o f the radical movement. His
science was naturalistic, hence his discussion o f the direct generation
o f species; and as a secularist reformer he ridiculed Providence in front

Grant's help in preparing Huxley for his forthcoming trip to New Guinea. Huxley
continued to send Grant offprints throughout the 1850's, and Grant in turn
loaned him specimens.
16. See Desmond, Archetypes and Ancestors, pp. 81-82, for the strategic
importance of Huxley's aggressiveness; see also James R. Moore, The PostDarwinian Controversies: A Study o f the Protestant Struggle to Come to Terms
with Darwin in Great Britain and America, 1 8 7 0 - 1 9 0 0 (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1979), which deals with Huxley's militarism; and James G.
Paradis, T. H. Huxley: Man's Place in Nature (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1978), for a study of his migration from Carlylean romanticism.
17. Hence Huxley's biting remark that Grant's "advocacy [of evolution]
was not calculated to advance the cause": Huxley, "Reception of the 'Origin',"
p. 188. Ruse, Darwinian Revolution, pp. 251-252, discusses Huxley's respectability. It has been rumored that Grant was a homosexual, though I have seen no
hard evidence to support this; if it were true, we could understand the suspicions
of respectable family men like Owen and Huxley. In the 1830's it would have
done nothing to restore Owen's faith in the moral progress of man promised by
social reformers.
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of his students. None of these actions would have endeared him to the
Peelite and Whig Anglicans of the scientific establishment, the elite
managers of the learned bodies whose scientific response to social
unrest in the 1830's has been so well documented by Jack Morrell
and Arnold Thackray.18
Grant virtually stopped publishing in the 1840's, something that
Darwin in his Autobiography found inexplicable. Laziness had been
suggested, but this seems uncharitable in the extreme; besides Grant
adopted a high moral tone on the subject of indolence. 19 Probably
the reverse is true. Since University College's lack of provision for
its professors left him in dire financial straits, he had to lecture continuously just to make ends meet. He had no time for original research,
and no funds to meet its costs. Also, as Geison points out, the new
university was a teaching institution; it downplayed, if not actively
discouraged, research. 2° Couple this with the fact that in the mid1830's Grant was effectively ousted from the Zoological Society
with its rich supply of cadavers and it is not hard to see that his opportunities for research dried up. (This was inconceivable to an independently wealthy Darwin, who had no lecture commitments at
all.) Social pressure, financial ruin, and an inexhaustible lecture load
took their toll. Understandably, the great things expected of the
"English Cuvier" failed to materialize.
There is another, more mundane problem contributing to Grant's
latter-day obscurity. His personal library has been broken up (although
the books do still exist and tell us what he was reading) and his volumes
of letters have vanished. According to his Lancet biography of 1850,
he kept extensive journals and carefully preserved his letters, while
burning manuscripts of published works. 21 What happened to the
journals and letters is not known. He never married, and died leaving
no close relatives. Sharpey persuaded Grant on his deathbed to bequeath

18. Jack Morrell and Arnold Thackray, Gentlemen of Science: Early Years of
the British Association for the Advancement of Science (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1981). On Darwin and materialism see H. E. Gruber, Darwin on Man:
A Psychological Study of Scientific Creativity (New York: Dutton, 1974), chap.
2 and passim.
19. In, for example, a letter to P. B. Ayers, 11 May 1852, MS Wellcome
Institute for the History of Medicine, London; Barlow,Autobiography of Charles
Darwin, p. 49.
20. Geison,Michael Foster, p. 29.
21. "Biographical Sketch of Robert Edmond Grant," Lancet (1850: II),
692 (hereafter cited as "Biographical Sketch").
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his books and instruments to University College, suggesting at the
same time that his money might be used "to establish a fund for
maintaining and expanding the Zoological & Zootomical department
of the Library."22 Sharpey makes no mention of the letters, nor do
they figure in Grant's will; since he was in the habit of burning manuscripts, it is possible that he destroyed them (for reasons not hard to
imagine). Lack of letters, the rarity of his books, and denigration at
the hands of early Darwinians all help to explain the scant attention
that has been paid to this London Lamarckian.
What material exists is part of an older tradition. Here I shall introduce some new sources and take a more contextual and sympathetic
approach. The new material consists of letters, longer manuscripts,
little-known and unlisted published works, and two anonymous papers
that I have tentatively attributed to Grant. Along with a deeper analysis
of his developmental views, we will be able to examine the generation
of his ideas in their context, and plot the social and scientific reaction
to a Lamarckian working in London in the 1830's.
EDINBURGH AND THE CONTINENTAL INFLUENCE
Loren Eiseley considered Grant "something of an anomaly" in
the Scotland of his student days. 23 If this was meant to imply that
Grant was alone in his heterodox views, I would disagree. There seems
to have been a strong materialist-reformist social movement in Edinburgh in the mid-1820's, of which Grant was a part. To strengthen my
thesis I shall run his biography in parallel with that of a more famous
anatomist, Robert Knox. This is for several particular reasons: they
were almost exact contemporaries, they had an identical education,
and they ended up holding similar radical views. Of course the two
together might have been "anomalies" (especially when set against a
traditional Kirk background), but I suggest that their radical views were
more widespread in Edinburgh than is generally believed. (And since
Darwin was placed under Grant's wing in this period, the present study
should throw additional light on the kind of extramural free-thinking
environment the freshman found at Edinburgh.)
Grant was born in Edinburgh in 1793. His father was a writer to the
signet, and the family engaged a private tutor for almost twenty years.
22. W. Sharpey to J. Robson, 22 August 1874, MS College Collection UCL.
23. Loren Eiseley, Darwin's Century: Evolution and the Men Who Discovered
It (New York: Anchor Books, 1961), p. 145.
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His religious background was said to have been "free from bigotry and
intolerance, ''2a which goes some way to explain his later deistic and
anti-Providential statements. Knox likewise was born in Edinburgh in
1793 (or 1791) and tutored at home. His father had been a schoolmaster with radical connections before the French Revolution. Both
boys attended Edinburgh High School, whose rector and Greek master,
Alexander Adam, was said to have held liberal opinions) s Grant's
father died in 1808, Knox's in 1812. The parallel education continued:
both studied medicine at the University of Edinburgh, and both graduated on 14 June 1814.
Grant's dissertation, "On the Circulation of the Blood in the Foetus,"
was a typical amalgam of Scottish and Continental influences, but most
intriguing from our perspective is his reference to Erasmus Darwin's
Z o o n o m i a , showing his familiarity with Enlightenment evolutionism.
Much later he was actually to admit that the Z o o n o m i a "first opened
my mind to some of 'the laws of organic life,' which [Erasmus Darwin]
. . . so successfully applied to explain the abnormal phenomena of
the human body. ''26 Other early influences are more difficult to
ascertain. Phrenological disputes increased in Edinburgh about middecade in critical response to the works of Gall and Spurzheim, and
Grant undoubtedly took a lively interest. One of his earliest preserved
manuscripts, "An Essay on the Comparative Anatomy of the Brain,"
written in October 1814, shows his admiration of Gall, who "had made
a sudden bound forward." 27 Of course, much of the medical fraternity
admired Gall's anatomic contribution while deploring the so-called
phrenological consequences (which were condemned particularly by
Grant's mentors, the extramural teachers in anatomy John Gordon
and John Barclay). I doubt that craniology appealed much to Grant
either. Still, we know that a number of Edinburgh students and physicians, particularly in the 1820's (for example, W. A. F. Browne, on

24. "Biographical Sketch," p. 689.
25. Isobel Rae, Knox the Anatomist (Edinburgh and London: Oliver & Boyd,
1964), p. 3; "Biographical Sketch," p. 689.
26. Grant, Tabular View, p. v; Robertus E. Grant, Dissertatio Physiologica
lnauguralis, de Circuitu Sanguinis in Foetu (Edinburgh: Ballantyne, 1814), p. 8.
On eighteenth-century evolutionism see Peter J. Bowler, "Evolutionism in the
Enlightenment," Hist. Sci., 12 (1974), 159-183; and William F. Bynum, "The
Great Chain of Being after Forty Years: An Appraisal," Hist. Sci., 13 (1975),
1-28.

27. Robert E. Grant, "An Essay on the Comparative Anatomy of the Brain,"
in "Essays on Medical Subjects," MS Add. 28, UCL
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whom more below), were sympathetic to the phrenologists' reformist
platform, and to their naturalistic, socially progressive ideology. 28
Knox makes it plain that the most dramatic influence on his life
was his trip to Paris, and the same was probably true of Grant. With
peace restored after Waterloo, Grant was able to spend the winter
of 1815-16 at the Jardin des Nantes, attending among others the
lectures of Blainville on comparative anatomy and of Faujas St. Fond
on geology, and Cuvier's lectures at the Institute. For five years Grant
used his inheritance to travel back and forth through France, Italy,
and Germany, revisiting Paris in 1817 and 1820; indeed, while Lamarck,
Latreille, Cuvier, and Geoffroy remained alive, Grant made continual
summer trips to France. He became familiar with Cuvier, attended
his soir6es, and in 1830 wrote his biography for the short-lived Foreign Review. 29 It is not known whether Grant was acquainted with
Lamarck; perhaps he heard him lecture, since he did own a prospectus of Lamarck's invertebrate course at the museum. 3° Certainly
he knew Geoffroy well, backed him against Cuvier, and collaborated
with him in 1830 on the contentious subject of the generation of
Ornithorhynchus.

When Knox visited Paris in 1821, there were already thirty to
forty British (mainly Socttish) medical students in the city, attracted
by the facilities there. He too became an "intimate" of Cuvier's and
was "in almost daily conference" with Geoffroy, al who had just
published the Philosophie A n a t o m i q u e (1818-22). Both Grant and
Knox were impressed by Cuvier's fossil studies, but were equally
strong (fanatical, in Knox's case) adherents of Geoffroyan transcendental anatomy, with its emphasis on unity of structure. About the
only difference between them was that while Knox leaned more toward
28. Steven Shapin, "The Politics of Observation: Cerebral Anatomy and
Social Interests in the Edinburgh Phrenology Disputes," in On the Margins of
Science: The Social Construction of Rejected Knowledge, Roy Willis, ed., Sociological Review Monograph 27 (1979), 139-178; and "Phrenological Knowledge
and the Social Structure of Early Nineteenth-Century Edinburgh," Ann. Sci.,
32 (1975), 219-243.
29. [Robert E. Grant[, "Baron Cuvier," For. Rev. Cont. Misc., 5 (1830),
342-380.
30. J.B.P.A. de Monet de Lamarck, Extrait du cours de zoolog~e du Musdum
d'Histoire Naturelle, sur les animaux sans vert~bres (Paris: d'Hautel, 1812).
31. Robert Knox, The Races of Men: A Fragment (London: Renshaw,
1850), p. 440; and Great Artists and Great Anatomists: A Biographical and
Philosophical Study (London: van Voorst, 1852), p. 19. See also Rae, Knox,
p. 23.
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a demystified Naturphilosophie (he did accept transmutation), Grant
blended Geoffroy's views with a powerful historical Lamarckism.
Knox, like Grant, considered Geoffroy a "man of genius and original
powers of thought" and made it clear that his humiliation at Cuvier's
hands at the academy ip the early 1830's was a travesty. According
to Knox's own account, from 1825 to 1827 he was teaching the "higher
anatomy" based on Geoffroy's unity of structure in his Edinburgh
extramural classes, a2
Knox was to become renowned for his "savage Radicalism," and
his hatred of Rome and Oxford was surpassed only by his dislike for
"low transcendentalists" who lacked the courage of their convictions, a3
Something similar was true of Grant, at least with regard to his radical
and anti-Establishment stance. But first let us discuss the positions
at Edinburgh held by these men, who "breathed a doubting Theism"
and saw development and transmutation as a "necessary sequel of the
grand law of unity." a4 Both gained public forums; in 1824 Grant took
over the part of Barclay's popular extramural course dealing with
invertebrates, 3s while in 1825 Knox contracted to become Barclay's
partner, and after the latter's death in 1826, his successor. This occurred despite the fact that Barclay himself had deplored "the overweening conceit of the sceptic" and the intolerable bigotry of those
who talked of "established laws, ''36 and whose own Inquiry into the
Opinions, A n c i e n t and Modern, Concerning Life and Organization
(1822) was a concerted attack on mechanistic explanations of life.
Whatever his emphasis, it remains a fact that Barclay had posed the
question to be taken up by Grant and Knox in their heterodox ways.
32. Knox, Races o f Men, p. 442; and Great Artists, pp. 73, 212. Powell
called Knox "one of the most zealous supporters of the principle of transmutation in this country." Baden Powell, The Unity o f Worlds and o f Nature: Three
Essays on the Spirit o f the Inductive Philosophy; the Plurality o f Worlds; and the
Philosophy o f Creation, 2nd ed. (London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans,
& Roberts, 1856), p. 412.
33. Henry Lonsdale, A Sketch o f the Life and Writings o f Robert Knox
(London: Macmillan, 1870), pp. 396, 400, 402-410; Knox, Races o f Men, pp.
28,437-8; Rae, Knox, p. 46.
34. Knox, Great Artists, pp. 45, 110; and Races o f Men, 443,447 ; Lonsdale,
Sketch, p. 402.
35. Grant had first entered Barclay's class in 1820. His MS notes of "Dr.
Barclay's Lectures on Comparative Anatomy" (1821) are bound in "Essays on
Medical Subjects"; see note 27.
36. John Barclay,Introductory Lectures to a Course of Anatomy (Edinburgh:
Maclachlan & Stewart, 1827), p. 168.
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"How came these structures [of life] to be organized"? he asked in
the I n q u i r y . The challenge was still more specific: "those physiologists
who are inclined to favour materialism" have never attempted " t o
explain how the first parents o f the different species o f animals and
plants might possibly have been formed. ''aT But if Barclay had posed
the kind of question about origins that almost begged for Grant's
Lamarckian answer, that answer was not compromised b y the anticatastrophist leanings o f another friend, the zoologist John Fleming.
Fleming encouraged Grant, presented him with marine invertebrates
for dissection, and was so impressed with the results that he named
the sponge Grantia after him. as Grant in turn would have endorsed
Fleming's criticism of Buckland's geological evidence for the Flood.
Grant and Knox played prominent roles in Robert Jameson's
Wernerian Society and, more interestingly, in his Plinian Society.
(1 say "his," but in fact Jameson told commissioners looking into the
university's affairs in 1826 that he actually had no particular control
over the members' conduct.) a9 Gruber has already commented on the
materialist bent o f some o f the Plinian meetings. It seems that many
members held flagrantly reductionist views, and Grant - the secretary
until 23 May 1826 - t o o k part in the often heated discussions. The
phrenologist and reformer W. A. F. Browne was actually censured at
one meeting, but a materialist philosophy o f mind characterized all o f
his papers. According to the minute book, he discussed "apparitions"
(25 April 1826), attacked Charles Bell's " A n a t o m y and Physiology o f
Expression" (5 December 1826), and was struck out of the minutes
37. John Barclay, An Inquiry into the Opinions, Ancient and Modem, Concerning Life and Organization (Edinburgh: Bell & Bradfute, 1822), pp. xi, 525.
38. John Fleming, History o f British Animals (Edinburgh: Bell & Bradfute,
1828), pp. 524, 518. For his views on the Flood see Fleming, "The Geological
Deluge, As Interpreted by Baron Cuvier and Professor Buckland, Inconsistent
with the Testimony of Moses and the Phenomena of Nature," Edinburgh Phil.
J., 14 (1826), 205-239. This was read to the Wernerian Society on 25 March
1826; Grant was on the council at the time and would presumably have been
present. Wernerian Society MS minutes, vol. I, f. 259, Edinburgh University
Library Dc.2.55. Pietro Corsi has discussed Fleming in "The Importance of
French Transformist Ideas for the Second Volume of Lyell's Principles of
Geology," Brit. J. Hist. Sci., l l (1978), 222-224. As Brooke notes, caution
is needed in tackling Heming's apparent "actualism": J. H. Brooke, "Natural
Theology and the Plurality of Worlds: Observations on the Brewster-Whewell
Debate," Ann. Sci., 34 (1977), 253-254.
39. Evidence, Oral and Documentary, taken and received by the Commissioners appointed by His Majesty George I V July 23rd 1826 . .. Visiting the
Universities o f Seotland (Parliamentary Papers, 35, 1837), I, 145-146.
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the following spring for arguing that mind and consciousness are material (27 March 1827). Only a month before another member, W. R.
Grey, had attempted to prove "that the lower animals possess every
faculty & propensity of the human mind. ''4° Quite clearly the mood of
the society was congenial to Grant's deistic or atheistic Lamarckism and it throws still more doubt on Eiseley's belief that Grant was an
"anomaly" in 1826.
So younger men like Knox, Grant, and Browne did have a platform
for expressing heterodox views. And they were evidently not afraid to
do so. In a famous passage in his Autobiography, Darwin recalled his
amazement when Grant one day "burst forth in high admiration of
Lamarck. ''4~ Stuffy he might have appeared, but Grant was not above
startling his students. 42 The Plinian Society and extramural lectures
were not the only forums open to philosophical anatomists and transformists. Grant was the "constant pupil" of Jameson from 1820 to
1827, and it was Jameson's Edinburgh Philosophical Journal that
carried his seminal papers on sponges between 1825 and 1827. Even
in these his transformist leanings were evident. Discussing Spongilla
friabilis in 1826, for example, Grant considered it simpler and thus
more ancient than marine sponges "and most probably their original
parent." He concluded that these marine "descendants have greatly
improved their organization, during the many changes that have taken
place in the composition of the ocean, while the spongilla, living
constantly in the same unaltered medium, has retained its primitive
simplicity. ''43 Evidently this was innocuous enough to be published
under Grant's own name.
40. Plinian minutes, MSS vol. 1 1826-8, Dc.2.53, f. 51, Edinburgh University library; see also ff. 11-12, 34, 35-6, 56-7. Gruber, Darwin on Man, pp.
39-40, 80,479.
41. Barlow, Autobiography o f Charles Darwin, p. 49. On the Darwin-Grant
connection see also J. H. Ashworth, "Charles Darwin as a Student in Edinburgh,
1825-1827," Proe. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, 55 (1935), 97-113; F. N. Egerton,
"Darwin's Early Reading of Lamarck," Isis, 67 (1976), 452-456; P. H. Barrett,
ed., The Collected Papers o f Charles Darwin (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1977), II, 285-291; and K. S. Thomson and S. P. Rachootin, "Turning
Points in Darwin's Life," Biol. J. Linn. Soc., 17 (1982), 23-37.
42. This he continued to do in all manner of ways at University College.
He astonished E. A. Schh'fer one day in class by asking him who taught Balaam's
ass to speak Hebrew. Sch~'fer, "William Sharpey," Univ. Coll. Gaz. (October
1901), 215.
43. Robert E. Grant, "On the Structure and Nature of the Spongilla friabilis,"
Edinburgh Phil. d., 14 (1826), 283.
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The same year we find a more explicit but anonymous statement
that is widely attributed to Grant. In some "Observations on the
Nature and Importance o f Geology ''44 he (1) testified to the gradual
complication of living organisms (that is, stacked in the conventional
Chain o f Being), (2) gave an account o f Lamarck's double series rising
"in a gradual manner" from twin bases, the infusoria and worms - an
ascent wrought b y the "operation o f external circumstances," and (3)
tested this against the fossil record to see if Lamarck's hypothesis
could explain the actual history o f life.4S He concluded that the record
does indeed "seem in favour o f Mr Lamarck's hypothesis." He further
supported the mutability o f species on the grounds that a change o f
situation, food, and climate had been enough to alter our domestic
animals and cultivated plants. 46 Burkhardt has suggested that Lamarck's
transformism was an a t t e m p t to avoid the unpalatable fact o f extinction. 47 By 1826, o f course, no one doubted extinction; but Grant
could still (quite plausibly) suggest that " m a n y fossil species to which
no originals can be found, may not be extinct, but have gradually
passed into others."
Grant's conclusion was that "the various forms have been evolved
from a primitive model," although there is no mention o f a causal
mechanism b e y o n d Lamarck's "external circumstances." But a further
anonymous paper in Jameson's Journal, quite possibly b y Grant, 48 does
44. [Robert E. Grant], "Observations on the Nature and Importance of
Geology," Edinburgh New Phil. J., 1 (1826), 293-302. Anonymity was essential,
because Grant was casting about for a professorship at this time.
45. This was the novelty. As Hodge points out, Lamarck's transformism was
never a deduction from stratigraphical paleontology. M. J. S. Hodge, "Lamarck's
Science of Living Bodies," Brit. J. Hist. Sci., 5 (1971), 332. But Grant's clearly
was, for which reason he was never a "pure" Lamarckian; he fashioned, so to
speak, a theory of historical Lamarckism.
46. Strong interest was shown at this period in changes resulting from domestication. Even John Fleming, in The Philosophy of Zoology: or a General
View of the Structure, Functions, and Classification of Animals (Edinburgh:
Constable, 1822), I, 27, considered that this was one line of evidence that strengthened the transformists' case. Roulin was shortly to describe how European
domestic livestock changed yet again when transported to South America. M.
Roulin, "Inquiries Respecting Certain Changes Observed to Have Taken Place in
Domestic Animals, Transported from the Old to the New Continent," Edinburgh
New Phil. J., 7 (1829), 326-338.
47. Richard W. Burkhardt, Jr., The Spirit of System: Lamarck and Evolutionary Biology (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1977), pp. 128-136.
48. [Robert E. Grant?], "Of the Changes which Life Has Experienced on
the Globe," Edinburgh New Phil J., 3 (1827), 298-301. This paper has the same
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give an idea o f the kind of environmental drive he envisaged. Discussing
the "Changes which Life Has Experienced on the Globe," the author
correlates the gradual migration of life away from the poles with the
loss of uniformly warm global temperature and the establishment o f
climatic zoning. He considers that the ensuing changes in temperature,
sea level, igneous activity, atmospheric conditions, and tides are "the
regular, general, and continued natural causes of the modifications
which life has undergone. ''49 With this inexorable climatic shift came
"the successive and gradual change" of species, adapting to the evervarying "conditions o f existence." In short, the continued operation
of "a small number of natural causes" resulted in a graduated fossil
series - one showing no "distinct line of demarcation" such as might
be associated with a cataclysmic renewal of life.
The combined evidence of the student societies, extramural classes,
and journals 5° suggests that the environment at Edinburgh was conducive to the generation of a materialistic theory of transformism,
blending Lamarckian and Geoffroyan elements, and exploiting contemporary ideas about climatic changes during geological history.
GRANT IN LONDON: THE "ENGLISH CUVIER"
Given Grant's Lamarckian leanings and knowing the materialist milieu
in which he operated, one wonders how he managed to capture the zoology chair at London in 1827. Admittedly only three other candidates
offered themselves, and Grant did receive strong testimonials from impeccable sources - Barclay, Jameson, Fleming, and David Brewster.
Since at least one referee (Jameson) must have been aware of Grant's
transformist views, sl it is hard to see them as a bar to his holding high
naturalistic and anticataclysmic tenor as the rest of his work; furthermore, it is
a convenient halfway house to his mature position on directional temperature
change and progressive development.
49. Ibid., p. 299. Note Ami Bou~'s similar catalog of changes accompanying
cooling in his "Geological Observations," Edinburgh New Phil J., 1 (1826), esp.
88-89. On diminishing igneous forces as a cause of directional earth history up
to middecade see Philip Lawrence, "Charles Lyell versus the Theory of Central
Heat: A Reappraisal of Lyell's Place in the History of Geology,",/. Hist. Biol., 11
(1978), 101-128.
50. After Grant left Edinburgh, Jameson's Journal continued to carry reports
(perhaps by Knox) of Geoffroy's researches: see 7 (1829), 152-155, and 8
(1830), 152-154.
51. Fleming might have been aware of them also. Corsi, "Importance of
French Transformist Ideas," p. 224.
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office. Of course, with the new university founded on Benthamite utilitarian principles, and supported by dissenters, Jews, and other groups
excluded from Oxford and Cambridge, there were no religious strictures, s2 Not that this precluded routine inquiries about Grant's suitability. The first warden, Leonard Horner, himself an Edinburgh man,
consulted the surgeon John Thomson in 1827 to determine whether
Grant was "fitted for such an office in respect of attainments, power of
teaching, manners, languages, & moral character." s3 Thomson replied
that Grant was "a man of great modesty and learning who has zealously
devoted a larger portion of his time to zoological pursuits" and added
that he was "much esteemed by those who enjoy his acquaintance. ''s4
So much so, apparently, that the orthodox Presbyterian David Brewster
(the last person, one would imagine, to have held any brief with transmutation) rejoiced at Grant's election in 1827, assuring Henry Brougham
that he would "never have occasion to regret t h e . . , appointment." ss
Grant was initially successful in London. Edward Turner, brought
down from Edinburgh to take the chemistry chair, actually hailed
him as the future "Cuvier o f this country." s6 This was echoed by the
Lancet, which in 1836 considered Grant "beyond all dispute, one o f
the most highly-gifted physiologists in Europe" and well titled "the
English CUVIER. ''sT Yet the circumstances of this flattery should
warn us. Like all the professors, Grant was deeply involved in the internecine feuds that periodically rocked the infant university. Turner's
statement was made while canvassing for Grant; he was petitioning
James Mill in an effort to push Grant into Charles Bell's vacated chair.
Also, Grant was an ardent medical reformer, standing on the same
platform as the Lancet's fiery editor, the Radical M. P. for Finsbury
and "scourge of the medical establishment ''s8 Thomas Wakley; it is
52. Or, as Wakley put it with characteristic bluntness, the "scheme of education . .. afforded not a single compliance with the demands of the 'Church
and State' bigots of the day". Lancet (1830-31: II), 689.
53. Leonard Horner to John Thomson, 7 July 1827, MS, College Correspondence 445, UCL.
54. John Thomson to Leonard Hornet, 9 July 1827, MS, ibid.
55. David Brewster to Henry Brougham, 24 July 1827, MS, ibid., 387.
Brewster secured specimens for Grant and encouraged his publication in, for
instance, the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia. On Brewster's orthodoxy on theological
matters, see Brooke, "Natural Theology," p. 231.
56. Lancet (1835-36: II), 844.
57. Ibid., 676; (1836-37: I), 21.
58. M. Jeanne Peterson, The Medical Profession in Mid-Victorian London
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978), p. 25.
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not surprising that the L a n c e t should champion him when the physiology chair again became vacant in 1836. s9 (Despite this cautionary
note, I suggest that Grant's lectures were among the best available in
Britain in the early 1830's.)
Grant's fortunes were inextricably linked to those of the new
university at a time of intense political jockeying, and it is impossible
to understand him without appreciating this turbulent background.
We must also remember that he was attempting to demarcate his
subjects - comparative anatomy and z o o l o g y 6 ° - - that is, to forge
disciplines independent of both anatomy and natural history. He
fashioned them along Continental lines, to which end he traveled to
Paris almost yearly to learn new techniques. He had to found a museum
single-handed, prepare three lecture courses almost from scratch, and
provide adequate accompanying dissections; and all this despite a
penalizing financial system. By its very nature the "joint-stock" university had to show a profit, which was returned to the shareholders.
The professors had therefore to split their earnings (derived from
fees) with the proprietors. Grant also had to supply and pay for his
own dissection material, although the council did cover the cost of
museum specimens (often belatedly). As a result, many of the extant
letters from Grant to Homer (from 1828 to 1831) are pleas for more
space, more specimens, and more money, m
Even the arrangements of Grant's courses cannot be totally divorced
from the disruptions within the university. Take the disastrous year of
1831, when the professor of anatomy and surgery, Granville S. Pattison, was dismissed for incompetence in what became a major scandal.
Leonard Homer resigned and warned his friend John Phillips against
taking the geology chair (because, he said, the school's affairs were "so
terribly embrouillds"). 62 With no geologist apparently willing to take
the financial risk of joining an institution whose very future seemed in

59. Lancet (1835-36: II), 566,647,676-678.
60. See Grant's remarks in "Baron Cuvier," pp. 342-343. On comparative
anatomy's being considered merely a "branch" of natural history in Britain and
"thus almost deprived of public support," see Lancet (1833-34: I), 97. Zoology
fared even worse, being labeled an "ornamental" science - hence the scoffing
when the new Zoological Gardens opened in 1828.
61. For example, Grant to Homer, 20 December 1828, MS, College Correspondence p. 149, UCL, where Grant admits not having a single specimen to
illustrate the classes of birds and reptiles.
62. Quoted in J. M. Edmonds, "The First Geological Lecture Course at the
University of London, 1831," Ann. Sci., 32 (1975), 272-273.
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doubt, Grant was forced to join Turner and botanist John Lindley in
delivering the geology lectures, an arrangement they maintained for a
number of years.6a
We know what Grant was teaching, because Wakley published the
comparative anatomy course in the Lancet for 1833-34; while an outline of the spring fossil zoology course eventually appeared in the British
Annual for 1839. 64 The Lancet lectures were comprehensive and
bristled with the pros and cons of modern Continental work. Four
features are immediately striking:
(1) Geoffroy's philosophical anatomy provides the leitmotiv. The
course was a vigorous attempt to work out Geoffroy's program, that is,
to apply the "unity of plan" principle to the entire animal series. Grant
was consciously occupied in "reducing apparent exceptions to the
general laws of development, and in demonstrating a unity of plan
throughout all the grades of animal organization. ''6s He adopted
Geoffroy's "philosophic nomenclature" for the bones of the vertebrate
skeleton and gently chided the "illustrious" Cuvier, who had lodged
"powerful" objections to the "pretended unity of composition."
While Grant did use Cuvier's fourfold division (Vertebrata, Mollusca,
Articulata, and Radiata), he defined the divisions using the common
criteria of gut and nervous organization to prove that they were part of
a larger unity. He thus achieved his goal of "distributing the animal
kingdom on some more uniform and philosophic principles." 66
(2) Next is the emphasis on "imperceptible gradations." Grant set
out to demonstrate that "Nature knows no sudden transitions" and
that only "ignorance" leads us to see breaks or gaps. Should nature
appear "suddenly to bound forward to more elevated and more perfect
form," an extended search will always reveal the "successive steps"
by which this was achieved. 67 To preserve the absolute continuity of
the Blainvillean animal chain, Grant not only insisted on gradual ascent
within each of Cuvier's divisions, but made a strong point of tracing
63. Until at least 1837, when Grant seems to have withdrawn. Grant to
C. C. Atkinson, 1 April 1837, MS, College Correspondence 3952, UCL.
64. This was reprinted from the British Annual as Grant, General View of
the Characters and the Distribution of Extinct Animals (London: Bailliere, 1839).
Grant's bound copy of the Lancet lectures comprises some 562 pages of small
type. The printed lectures constituted, in Wakley's words, "almost the only
comprehensive and accessible source of information on this subject in the English
language." Lancet (1835-36: I), 586.
65. Lancet (1833-34: II), 1;and (1833-34: I), 89, 95, 96,121,767,770.
66. Grant, "Baron Cuvier," p. 368.
67. Lancet (1833-34: I), 351,816,505.
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connections between them. Of course, it was pointless for him to
find universal criteria that would allow an anti-Cuvierian "uniform"
taxonomic distribution from monad to man if he could not overcome
objections based on the more apparent structural gaps. To get from
radiates to articulates, for example, Grant elaborated the graduated
series first introduced in 1826:
We pass by beautiful gradations, from the horny porifera through
the soft alcyonia, where the pores are developed into polypi, through
the various flexible and solid zoophytes, to the complex corticiferous species, as the isis, which leads us to the fixed ramified and
jointed family of crinoidea among the echinoderma.68
He proceeded to the bottom of the articulate division:
By the lengthening of the axis o f the globular echinida, and the
softening of the exterior shell, nature has arrived at the forms o f
the various holothurdiae, and these lengthened, cylindrical, and
soft echinoderma lead us naturally to the worms at the bottom o f
the articulated division of the animal kingdom. 69
In the wake of the Geoffroy-Cuvier debate, however, Grant's most
dramatic bridge was built between cephalopods and vertebrates. His
consecutive lectures on the osteology o f cephalopod mollusks and
cartilaginous fishes were so inextricable that they were obviously
designed to be read as one. He insisted that just as we can trace the
"successive degradations" of the invertebrate shell from the snail
through the Sepiola to its "remnant" state in the lowest fishes, so
we can detect the emergence of diagnostic vertebrate traits in the
mollusks; that is, "we find in the cephalopods the first soft cartilaginous rudiments o f the vertebral column." In view of the overriding
expectation of structural continuity, it is hardly surprising that Grant
considered the neck cartilages of the "naked cephalopod" the "first
68. Ibid., 235.
69. Ibid., 270. Grant supported Blainville's pre-1839 position on the animal
series, differing only in details (for example, Grant placed mollusks above articulates). He frequently visited Blainville at the Paris Museum and would have
appreciated Blainville's vindication of Lamarck - which, as Appel suggests, was
partly a "political" gesture in defiance of Cuvier. Toby A. Appel, "Henri de
Blainville and the Animal Series: A Nineteenth-Century Chain of Being," J. Hist.
Biol., 13 (1980), 291-319.
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rudiments o f the cranial vertebrae, [and] o f the rest of the vertebral
column, although not yet divided into distinct vertebrae." He insisted
that there was nothing farfetched in imagining the cephalopod fins as
the incipient pectoral fins of fishes, and he considered that higher
mollusks possessed a primitive vertebrate nervous system. 7°
(3) This need to prove absolute continuity led to another characteristic, the total integration o f fossil and living forms. Often only
fossils could provide the necessary "connecting links. ''7~ This integration was evidently an Edinburgh trait (one finds it, for example,
in Fleming), although Grant carried it considerably further than
before.
(4) One feature is conspicuous by its absence. The "march o f development" is conceived naturalistically, and Grant sought no further for the explanation of life's gradual development than the unity
o f plan and the laws of animal organization, themselves special cases
of physicochemical laws. When it came to adaptation, he sometimes
talked anthropomorphically, as in "Nature [having] . . . an interesting
and difficult problem to solve. ''Tz But he steered clear o f Paleyite
teleology (as did Knox). Nor was there the slightest hint of Sedgwick's
personally attentive Creator, or o f a God somehow immanent. Grant
held a more distant, deistic conception; even so, it was rare for him
to allude to "the great Author of nature." If he did mention His
"infinite wisdom, power, and goodness, ''73 this was not as conceived
by liberal Anglican divines like Sedgwick and Buckland. The whole
tenor of Grant's thought suggests that it is better construed on the
lines o f what was shortly to be called "higher teleology." Any wisdom
and design were the result o f the operation o f uniform and immutable
material laws - and it was the "correct perception" of the " h a r m o n y "

70. Lancet (1833-34:1),505,512,513,537;(1833 34: II), 520. Grantwas
at this time carrying out original research on cephalopods at the Zoological Society
(see note 117). Geoffroy's debate with Cuvier over the analogies of mollusks and
vertebrates is chronicled in E. Geoffroy St.-Hilaire, Principes de philosophie
zoologique (Paris: Pichon & Didier, 1830).
71. Robert E. Grant, An Essay on the Study of the Animal Kingdom, being
an Introductory Lecture delivered in the University o f London, on the 23rd o f
October, 1828, 2nd ed. (London: Taylor, 1829), p. 11; Lancet (1833-34: I),

480.
72. Lancet (1833-34: II), 135.
73. Grant, Essay, p. 7; Lancet (1833-34: I), 128, 346. Only once, to my
knowledge, did he talk of the "watchful care of the Great Author" (Essay, p.
33), but we should beware of translating this into Paleyite terms.
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of these laws that permitted laying the foundation of "morality and
virtue." 74
WAS GRANT TEACHING DEVELOPMENT BY NATURAL
GENERATION?
Before discussing the reaction to Grant, it is crucial to establish
whether in these London lectures he broached the subject of development by normal "generation." In Edinburgh he advocated Lamarckism,
and he insisted on the "direct generation" of new species in his 1853
Swiney Lectures. 7s However, it was the 1830's and 1840's that witnessed the strongest scientific reaction to transmutation, and we need
to know how far Grant was prepared to go at this time; indeed, whether
he was responsible for generating any of the backlash.
The first question is, Did Grant express himself unambiguously?
And if his statements about "development" and "metamorphosis"
were equivocal, how did his contemporaries interpret them? He definitely set out to tackle origins; in his inaugural lecture of 1828 he
maintained that one object o f zoology was to inquire into "the origin
and duration of entire species, and the causes which operate towards
their increase or their gradual extinction; the laws which regulate their
distribution, and the changes they undergo by the influence of climate,
domestication, and other external circumstances. ''7~ His listeners,
of course, could have interpreted this in totally conventional ways.
Again, in his "Introductory Address" at the opening of the Medical
School in 1833, he reemphasized the gradualness of nature and resorted
to metaphors that require extreme caution in handling. The comparative anatomist, he said, traces

74. Robert E. Grant, "On the Structure and History of Polygastric Animalcules," Trans. Brit. For. Inst. (1844), 353. If anything, my analysis tends to
overemphasize Grant's lip service to natural theology. In all of his writings I have
never counted more than a handful of allusions to God or His wisdom. I have
also made him sound more rigorously Powellian than was the case. In truth,
Grant's problem was not theology at all, hut the production of a self-consistent
materialistic theory of life.
75. Robert E. Grant, "Palaeozoology" Lectures, Brit. Lib. Add. MS 31197,
ft. 85, 125,251. For an analysis see Adrian Desmond, "Robert E. Grant's Later
Views on Organic Development: The Swiney Lectures on 'Palaeozoology', 18537,"Arch. Nat. Hist. (1984), in press.
76. Grant, Essay, p. 6.
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the human organs coming successively into being, and rising in
complexness from the monad through all the grades of animal
existence, and discovers, by the close resemblance which exists
between the transient forms presented by man's organs during
their development, and their permanent or adult forms in inferior
orders of animals, that the plan of organization is everywhere the
same, and man is the climax of its development. Extending his view
to the remnants of organic beings embalmed in the earth, he finds
that this kingdom has itself been gradually developed from simple
to compound, that its roots are lost in the depths of the earth, and
its extreme branches only are visible on the surface. 77
We should beware of using post-Haeckelian hindsight to give this
metaphor an evolutionary meaning, or at any rate a conventional
Darwinian one: "roots" and "branches" need not imply common
descent (that is, a forking tree), nor do they necessarily carry any
transmutational implications. The whole could, for example, be conceived in Okenian terms, where contiguous species are related in an
ideal sense only. On the other hand, we should not be too conservative
in evaluating this root and branch metaphor. The idea of forking was
already implicit in Grant's description in 1826 of primitive "parent"
sponges living contemporaneously with their advanced marine "descendants"; and his patron, Fleming, in 1829 explicitly pictured a taxonomic branching of sponge genera on the basis of Grant's findings. 78
It was invariably fossil gradation and the continuous Lamarckian
series that prompted Grant's theoretical speculations, so his most explicit statements might have been expected in the fossil zoology course.
No early lecture manuscripts survive; we do have his Swiney Lectures,
and these show Grant unequivocally adopting "direct generation"; but
the date, 1853, is much too late to let us conclude the same for 1833.
His pr6cis of the course in 1839, the "General View of the Characters
and the Distribution of Extinct Animals," leaves us in the same quandary. Summing up, he wrote that
77. Robert E. Grant, On the Study of Medicine: Being an Introductory
Address Delivered at the Opening of the Medical School of the University of
London, October 1st, 1833 (London: Taylor, 1833), p. 10.
78. [J. Fleming], "Systems and Methods in Natural History," Quart. Rev.,
41 (1829), 302-327, esp. 321-322. Grant's mature picture differed dramatically
from Darwin's; in 1861 he envisaged not one but numerous "trees," presumably
as a result of his belief in the continuous spontaneous emergence of globular life.
Tabular View, p. 9.
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the zoological productions, like the physical features of our globe,
have been subjected to constant and progressive changes from the
period of the oldest Cambrian and Silurian rocks...
The unity of the plan of organization, and the regular succession
of animal forms, point out a beginning of this great kingdom on the
surface of our globe, although the earliest stages of its development
may now be effaced; and the continuity of the series through all
geological epochs, and the gradual transitions which connect the
species of one formation with those of the next in succession,
distinctly indicate that they form the parts of one creation, and
not the heterogeneous remnants of successive kingdoms begun and
destroyed. 79
Again the "one creation" image was decidedly Geoffroyan, reiterated
time and again by Knox, who put it in an avowedly transcendental
context, a° Many of Grant's statements were vague enough to have
either transcendental or Lyellian counterexplanations (that is, the
piecemeal replacement of discrete species), al Such is certainly true
of the following:
Animals succeed each other, generation after generation, like shadows on the earth, and entire species have their limited duration,
which is but an instant, compared with the antiquity of the globe.
Whole genera and tribes of animals, the roots of the existing races,
have long since begun and finished their career, while time and
life and development continue to roll on, and this great kingdom
of nature, like the individuals that compose it, has had its embryo
and its infant state .82
At one point in his comparative anatomy lectures Grant did address
the problem directly, only to brush it aside :
When we speak of animals low in the scale, it is equivalent to our
speaking of animal forms that have existed in the primitive conditions
79. Grant, General View, p. 60.
80. Knox, Races of Men, p. 443.
81. Stephen Jay Gould and Martin Rudwick individually have pointed this out
to me. As Rudwick says (pers. comm.), the very ambiguity of the situation could
have been a convenient cloak.
82. Lancet (1833-34: I),953.
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of the planet; for everything shows, that this kingdom itself has had
a development from the most simple forms, and that in the first
condition very likely nothing existed but myriads of animalcules
swimming in the heated ocean that encompassed this cooling planet.
It matters not whether we fancy that those now existing are the
same forms changed by circumstances, or that there have been at
every successive instant new creations; naturalists differ on that
speculation, - almost an idle speculation, where we can only arrive
at a probability. 83
We know from a variety of sources that Grant did believe that these
were the same forms "changed by circumstances. ''84 However, the
words he used (like "development") were ambiguous because of loose
contemporary usage. Originally "development" referred to ontogenetic
growth, but by the 1830's and 1840's it was used also to denote fossil
ascent -- sometimes to mean a continuous progression of discrete
species, ss at other times to denote a "generational" process involving
either transmutation (perhaps caused by environmental change) or else
a "higher generative law," in Chambers' sense.
One way to resolve the dilemma is to look at the attribution of
meaning by contemporaries, who ought to have known what Grant
was really implying. This carries risks (surely the best way to discredit
a rival in the 1830's, after calling him an atheist, was to label him
a transmutationist). Nonetheless, there was a consensus among disparate parties (such as Darwin and Owen, who obviously viewed Grant
from diametric positions) that some of his expressions did imply
transmutation. Take for example Grant's fifty-fifth lecture, where he
admitted that
while myriads of individuals appear and disappear, like passing
shadows in rapid succession, the species . . . are still prolonged on
the earth. The species, however, like the individuals which compose
them, have also their limits of duration. The life of animals exhibits
a continued series of changes, which occupy so short a period, that
83. Ibid., 276.
84. The evidence comprises (1) the articles in Jameson's Journal, (2) Darwin's
testimony, (3) the attribution of meaning by Owen (see note 87), (4) the "Palaeozoology" MS (see note 75), and (5) the Tabular View.
85. Peter Bowler distinguishes between continuous and discontinuous progression in Fossils and Progress: Paleontology and the Idea o f Progressive Evolution in the Nineteenth Century (New York: Science History Publications, 1976).
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we can generally trace their entire order o f succession, and perceive
the whole chain o f their metamorphoses. But the metamorphoses
of species proceed so slowly with regard to us, that we can neither
perceive their origin, their maturity, nor their decay, and we ascribe
to them a kind of perpetuity on the earth. A slight inspection of
the organic relicts deposited in the crust of the globe, shows that
the forms of species, and the whole zoology o f our planet, have
been constantly changing, and that the organic kingdoms, like the
surface they inhabit, have been gradually developed from a simpler
state to their present condition. ~
In 1841 Owen quoted this as "the latest terms in which the transmutation-theory has been promulgated, as supported by Palaeontology."
Darwin also acknowledged it in the "Historical Sketch" prefixed to
the third edition o f the Origin. Even Grant himself reproduced it at
the opening of his Tabular View to prove that he had never wavered
from a transformist line. 87 (His own testimony obviously carries little
weight; nothing is easier than to reinterpret one's earlier statements,
especially if they can be put in a more favorable light.)
So the evidence is fairly conclusive: whatever the apparent ambiguity, contemporaries understood Grant to mean transmutation.
Personally I am not convinced that he was being deliberately obscure.
When he said, talking of cetaceans, that we should "seek for their
origin" among the highest saurians, as I think he undoubtedly meant
that whales originated in "metamorphosed" or transformed reptilian
stock. Nor should this be surprising, inasmuch as Geoffroy was himself
concerned at this time with the mutability of fossil and recent reptiles.
Grant was never one to pander to public taste; had he felt the need
86. Lancet (1833-34: II), 1001. What makes it so compelling that Grant
is here referring to transformism, is that Geoffroy himself spoke (in a Lamarckian
context) of "la transmutation et la m~tamorphoses des partes." Grant, as
Geoffroy's disciple and transliterator of his osteological and morphological
terminology, would have well understood the Geoffroyan meaning of "metamorphosis." E. Geoffroy St.-Hilaire, "Recherches sur l'organisation des gavials,"
Mdm. Mus. Hist. Nat., 12 (1825), 97-155 (151).
87. Richard Owen, "Report on British Fossil Reptiles, Part II," Rep. Brit.
Ass. Adv. ScL, 1841, 197n; Darwin, Origin, p. xiv; Grant, Tabular View, p. iii.
88. Lancet (1833-34: I), 701. Cf. Geoffroy St.-Hilaire's position at this time
in Mdm. Acad. Roy. Sei., 12 (1833), 1-138; and Franck Bourdier, "Geoffroy
Saint-Hilaire versus Cuvier: The Campaign for Paleontological Evolution (18251838)," in Cecil J. Schneer, ed., Toward a History of Geology (Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 1969), pp. 36-61.
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to disguise his views, he would surely have done better to avoid this
controversial subject altogether. The fact is that he used words like
"metamorphosis" and later "generation" interchangeably and apparently meant the mutation of one species into another. He seems
to have considered this the simplest solution to the problem.
Certainly Grant never tried to disguise his belief in spontaneous
generation, even though this was as abhorrent as transmutation to
many (and as materialistic). Hodge has shown that for Lamarck and
Chambers, at least, a continuous production of new life was necessary
to prevent a vacuum from appearing below as the infusoria begin their
upward migration, s9 although whether Grant reasoned this way is a
matter of conjecture, since nowhere in print can I find an integration
of his beliefs on spontaneous generation and fossil progression. He
averred that the simplest cells had formed spontaneously on the primitive earth; hence he was reported as saying (rather ungrammatically)
in a lecture to the British and Foreign Institute in 1844: "Originating
from atomic nuclei, almost verging on the mineral kingdom, and sole
inhabitants of the heated waters of our primeval globe, the development of agastric animal cells, and of anenterous and enterodelous
infusoria, has prepared the way for the higher tribes o f animals." 90
Grant also accepted a continuous production of infusoria and gut
parasites. "From numerous experiments," he wrote, "naturalists have
been led to believe that the simplest organized bodies, as Monads and
Globulinae, originate spontaneously from matter in a fluid state, and that
these simple bodies, of spontaneous origin, are the same with the gelatinous globules which compose the soft parts of Animals and Plants. ''91
His reductionism and faith that the laws which govern physical phenomena were sufficient to explain vital processes 92 were clearly conducive
to speculations on the inorganic origin of life; and contemporaries were
doubtless aware that his transmutation and spontaneous generationwere
supported at this deeper level by a more objectionable materialistic philosophy. Let us now explore the reaction of Grant's fellow scientists.
89. Hodge, "Universal Gestation," 140-146, and "Lamarck's Science,"
pp. 329,341,344,345.
90. Grant, "Structure and History," p. 358; cf. Tabular View, p. 3.
91. Grant, Essay, p. 18; also Lancet (1833-34: I), 1001; "Structure and
History," p. 355 ; "Baron Cuvier," p. 371 ; and Tabular View, pp. 5-6.
92. He insisted that all life processes were ultimately reducible to naturalistic
explanation, that is, to chemical and mechanical principles, even though for the
time being this might be difficult to achieve in practice. Grant, Essay, pp. 5, 18;
Lancet (1833-34: I), 198,275; Tabular View, p. vi.
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THE SOCIAL AND SCIENTIFIC REACTION
The M o v e away f r o m Teleological Explanations

Grant's lectures were a clearinghouse for imported Geoffroyan
ideas in Britain. Geoffroy himself, visiting London in 1836, embraced
Grant as a "master" of philosophical anatomy and proclaimed him
"le premier entre tousles savans."93 Insofar as Grant's pioneering work
could be dissociated from Lamarckian theory, it was evidently well
received; indeed, his influence in the late 1820's and early 1830's might
have been crucial in the movement away from Cuvierian teleology.
Dov Ospovat has highlighted this shift, which was already in progress
by the later 1830's. Yet it is interesting that of the four antiteleologists
he cites 94 - P. M. Roget, Martin Barry, W. B. Carpenter, and Richard
Owen - two had actually attended Grant's lectures (Roger in 1 8 3 2 - 3 3 ,
Carpenter in 1834-35), 9s while Owen had spent July and August of
1831 studying at the Paris Museum with Grant. Carpenter looked back
with "peculiar interest" on Grant's course "for the mental quickening
and special love of the subject which it roused within him." 96 Discussing the "Unity of Function in Organized Beings" in 1837, Carpenter
focused on the unity within the Cuvierian divisions, yet admitted that
one division shades imperceptibly into another. His prime example was
the "very gradual transition in the structure of most of the systems"
from cephalopods to fishes. 97 In his prize thesis at Edinburgh on the
invertebrate nervous system (1839), he elaborated and extended the
work of Grant and his student, the Royal Medalist George Newport,
and sought precise "analogies" (homologies) of the cephalopod's
ganglionic masses in the vertebrate brain .98
93. Quoted in "Biographical Sketch," pp. 691-692.
94. Dov Ospovat, "Perfect Adaptation and Teleological Explanation: Approaches to the Problem of the History of Life in the Mid-Nineteenth Century,"
Stud. Hist. Biol., 2 (1978), 34-39.
95. "Professors' Fees Books," MS, UCL; and on Roget, Lancet (1846: I),
445 -446.
96. See J. Estlin Carpenter's introduction to William B. Carpenter, Nature
and Man: Essays Scientific and Philosophical (London: Kegan Paul, Trench,
1888), p. 10.
97. William B. Carpenter, "On Unity of Function in Organized Beings,"
Edinburgh New Phil. J., 23 (1837), 97. In Principles of General and Comparative
Physiology, 2nd ed. (London: Churchill, 1841), pp. 190 191, he talks of one
division showing an "approximative tendency" toward another.
98. W. B. Carpenter, Inaugural Dissertation on the Physiological Inferences
to be Deduced J?om the Structure o f the Nervous System in the lnvertebrated
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Owen, too, frequently cited Grant's lectures and Outlines o f Comparative Anatomy over the next two decades; and because of his
abiding interest in the homologies of the vertebrate skeleton, he was
forced to deal with Grant's transliteration and defense of Geoffroy's
nomenclature. 99 Although Owen and Carpenter were to concentrate
on the vertebrate archetype in the 1840's (shying away from Grant's
wider unity within the entire animal series), they nonetheless subordinated final causes to the general plan (although never to the dramatic extent seen in Grant's work). This plan, conceived as a Creative
blueprint, acquired a theological significance in its own right and as
Ospovat has intimated, most nonteleologists were therefore free to
postulate a lawful divergence of fossil life. From this it appears that
Owen's and Carpenter's science was conceptually similar to Grant's
whatever the differences of opinion over the Lamarckian mechanism.
Given the sort of historiographic reclassification Ospovat was seeking,
all three would land on the same side of the fence.
The most revealing case of direct debt is Roget's. In 1832-33
Roget was already secretary to the Royal Society and a popular physiologist, and he had been nominated to write one of the Bridgewater
Treatises (a series which historians have often taken as the apotheosis
of the Paleyite tradition). There is evidence that his knowledge of
modern trends might not have been up to par; 1°° nevertheless, he
learned the latest methods and approaches by auditing part or all
of three of Grant's courses. As might have been expected, his twovolume Bridgewater contribution the following year, Animal and
Vegetable Physiology (1834), was suspiciously Grantian in places.
Despite recognizing that species seem to obey a higher law of "conformity to a definite type," he acknowledged that even among "the
great divisions of the animal kingdom we may trace several points
of resemblance, which show them to be parts of one general plan."
So, like Grant, he subordinated Cuvier's functional approach to
Geoffroy's structural one and tentatively accepted a "unity o f composition" which left "all the races of animated beings . . . members

Classes of Animals (Edinburgh: Carfrae, 1839), pp. 44-46 ; also "Unity of Function," pp. 97-98;Principles, pp. 189-191; and Nature of Man, p. 26.
99. Richard Owen, "Report on the Archetype and Homologies of the Vertebrate Skeleton," Rep. Brit. Ass. Adv. ScL, 1846, 253; also 232,241,259.
100. This is suggested by his response to Rev. D. Lardner's request on 19
March 1829 for a book on animal physiology; see the MS correspondence in the
Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, London.
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of one family."l°~ He also followed Grant on details - for example,
copying his theory of vertebral composition and the cephalopod-fish
bridge. Grant was furious at the extent of the plagiarism. 1°2 In view
of his financial state, the situation must have been exacerbated by
Roget's making a tidy sum in the process. Nor could it have helped
to see what he regarded as his lecture matter thrust into an overtly
theological context J °3
On some points, however, Roget was loath to follow. Despite his
lukewarm acceptance of successive creation, according to which "the
standard types have arisen the one from the other" (a hypothesis, he
admitted, which did explain the otherwise anomalous rudimentary
organs), he refused to take the "transcendental" option and see this
progressive development as the result of "simple laws," let alone condone Lamarck's "presumptuous reveries. ''1°4 Evidently, Grant had
been considerably less successful in furthering the cause of Lamarckism.

The Reaction to Grant's Lamarckism
Grant had risen smartly to enter the circle of London's scientific
elite. He was elected to the councils of the Linnean, Geological, 1°5 and
101. Peter Mark Roget, Animal and Vegetable Physiology Considered with
Reference to Natural Theology (London: Pickering, 1834), I, 48, 51-52, 263,
268,407; II, 627.
102. Lancet (1846: I), 391,419-420,445-446,482-483. Roget was paid a
large initial sum from the Bridgewater estate and received royalities on five
editions before his death in 1869.
103. Bowler recognized that Roget "almost seems to anticipate Owen" with
regard to natural theology. The present study suggests why: both men inherited
and modified Geoffroyan views, Roget receiving his indirectly via Grant. Peter
J. Bowler, "Darwinism and the Argument from Design: Suggestions for a Reevaluation," J. Hist. Biol., 10 (1977), 33.
104. Roget, Animal and Vegetable Physiology, I, 54, 55-56; II, 630-634,
637-638.
105. Ironically, he was elected to the Geological Society council in the year
that Lyell's anti-Lamarckian Volume 2 of Principles of Geology was published
(1832). It has been suggested that LyeU was restructuring geology to thwart the
Scottish and Continental transformists. Bartholomew, "Lyell and Evolution";
Corsi, "Importance of French Transformist Ideas"; and Dov Ospovat, "Lyell's
Theory of Climate," J. Hist. Biol., 10 (1977), 317-339. Some historians have
speculated that Grant might have been partially the cause. Corsi, "Importance
of French Transformist Ideas," and Bowler, Fossils and Progress, 43n64. Although neither Bartholomew (pers. comm.) nor I have found any direct evidence,
it is true that Grant's synthesis would have fulfilled Lyell's worst fears, since
Lamarckism was here mated to a cooling earth model to explain a progressive
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Zoological societies in quick succession (1829, 1832, and 1833). In
1836 he was made a Fellow of the Royal Society. He spoke on invertebrate zoology before audiences at the London Institution and lectured
annually at the Royal Institution from 1833, finally succeeding Roget
there as Fullerian Professor in 1837. Doors did remain open in London,
even to a Lamarckian. But his fortunes were to reverse equally dramatically; and the first door to close was eased shut by Owen.
It will pay us to look closely at Owen's reaction to Grant, not
because it was necessarily typical (although it probably was), but
because it highlights the interpretive problems we face. A number of
wider cultural factors, some inextricably linked to Lamarckism (at least
in contemporary eyes), could equally have caused a career-conscious
Anglican anatomist like Owen to counter Grant's threat. Professional
rivalry was one possibility; after all, the English Curlers were vying with
one another in the same restricted, low-paying field. The two men even
competed directly on occasion: in 1831 Owen was a candidate for the
physiology chair at University College, which Turner thought should
go to Grant; and Grant only got the Fullerian Professorship in 1837
after Owen (the managers' first choice) had turned it d o w n ) °6 More
important as a cause of friction was Grant's support for the antimonopolist medical reformer Thomas Wakley (support that brought
him only abuse from the Tory medical press). A conservative with
social pretensions like Owen was certainly not going to sanction any
rabble-rousing attempt to overturn the social order, x°7 Add to this
that both Grant and Wakley were widely suspected o f infidelity,
" o f ribald jesting on holy things, and blasphemous derision of the
sacred truths of Christianity," lO8 and that Lamarckism had long been
fossil record. Whatever Lyell thought of Grant, Grant himself, in the 1853 Swiney
Lectures on "Palaeozoology," reacted specifically against Lyell's steady-state
geology.
106. Managers' Minutes, 1832-1853, vol. 8, ff. 307,552, MS, Royal Institution; College Correspondence Applications, MS, UCL. Remember that Owen
himself was lauded as "the Cuvier of England." R. Owen, The Life of Richard
Owen (London: Murray, 1894), I, 327.
107. Consider also Owen's position. At the College of Surgeons the elitist
council was constantly assailed by doctrinaire radicals like Grant and Wakley,
demanding democratic representation for the college's unrepresented and powerless membership. See Grant's On the Present State of the Medical Profession in
England (London: Renshaw, 1841), pp. 48-52. Owen's political distance from
a socially leveling democrat like Grant would have seemed unbridgeable in these
politically turbulent reform years.
108. "Professor Grant and Mr. Wakley," Med. Gaz., 13 (1833), 293. It did
not help that Wakley opposed the Lord's Day Observance Bill in 1836, on the
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associated in English minds with French atheism and social upheaval,
and one can imagine that Owen feared the worst. Lamarckism was
never a neutral or dispassionate issue: to many it heralded radical
extremism, if not revolution. Even in a meliorist age, the doctrine
was considered to have deplorable social, religious, and moral consequences.
Thus Grant must have posed a serious threat. The evidence suggests
that he was well acquainted with Owen. They possibly met in 1824 at
Barclay's lectures; later Owen was taking notes from Grant's papers. 1°9
On his first trip to Paris, in the summer o f 1831, Owen stayed at the
same hotel as Grant, dined with him constantly, and joined him at
lectures; he listened to Grant's accounts o f his European wanderings
and had deep discussions "de omnibus rebus anatomico physiologicomathematico-nonsensicology," as Owen j o t t e d in a notebook. ~1° At
one o f Cuvier's Saturday soirees Grant introduced Owen to Fr~d6ric
Cuvier, and Owen learned firsthand from Cuvier's brother Georges
of the disagreements with Geoffrey. Owen records on 17 August that
he "Bought Philos. Zoologique read till 11 ''111 - possibly because
he, like Darwin shortly before, had been regaled with the virtues o f
Lamarckism b y the irrepressible Grant. Owen was intimately aware
of the transformist views o f Grant and Geoffrey, and the materialism
of fellow travelers like Bory St. Vincent. His notebooks, lectures,
and published papers from 1834 on show him devising anti-Lamarckian
stratagems on a number o f fronts. An authoritative refutation was made
all the more urgent because he acknowledged that transcendental
anatomy did contain "a sound and fruitful Principle. ''~12 He trod a
grounds that workingmen had only Sunday free to spend their wages. S. Squire
Sprigge, The Life and Times of Thomas Wakley (London: Longmans, Green,
1899), p. 304. Grant's "satirical references to Providence" are mentioned in
Rickman J. Godlee, "Thomas Wharton Jones," Brit. J. Ophthalmol., 93 (1921),
145-181.
109. Sir Richard Owen scientific notes, 1828-1832, British Library, Add.
MS 34,406, ff. 38, 82.
110. Owen MS notebook no. 4, British Museum (Natural History).
111. Ibid. This is either Lamarck's Philosophie zoologique, which was reissued
in 1830, or Geoffrey's Principes de philosophie zoologique, published in the same
year.
112. Owen, Hunterian Lectures I and 2 (1837), ff. 66-67, in Manuscript
Notes, and Synopses of Lectures (1828-1841), British Museum (Natural History).
PoweU recalled that "the theory of 'unity of composition' was, in the minds of
many, closely allied to that of 'transmutation,' which seemed to be a sort of
natural sequel to it." PoweU, Unity of Worlds, p. 409.
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very fine line; he had to be careful to shake off all the Lamarckian
connotations before he could be seen embracing a sober version of
Geoffroyan anatomy. Hence in his 1837 Hunterian Lectures he at
once condemned the "extravagance" of anatomists who pushed the
"unity of composition" principle too far, and he categorically denied
that the "Organizing energy" which directs the structural growth of
an organism so as to adapt it to prevailing conditions (in accordance
with the "laws of Intelligence and Design") could "develope new
organs, or . . . modify the old as must cause a transmutation of the
Species." 113
This anti-Larnarckian emphasis dominated Owen's researches in the
1830's. It conditioned his work on ape osteology, was inextricably
linked to his study of monotreme generation, and finally led to his
study of fossil reptiles. It would take too long to elaborate on Owen's
anatomic ploys, TM but I do want to detail the social steps taken in
their wake, since these personally affected Grant. One institution in
particular, the Zoological Society, was of central importance to both
men; it not only offered a constant supply of exotic cadavers, but
provided a forum of increasing prestige. The politicking was a gauge of
the growing friction, which was shortly to erupt into open conflict.
Owen was elected to the council in March 1832, Grant a year later.
Both played a prominent part in the administration of the society.
For example, they worked together on the publication and museum
committees. Grant was particularly active: he delivered one of the
first major lecture series to the fellows, "On the Classification and
Structure of Animals," in 1833, following this in 1834 with ten lectures
on "Fossil Zoology." XlS It is impossible that Owen and Grant were
unaware of each other's positions. They were deeply divided on the
generation of Ornithorhynchus. Grant had collaborated with Geoffroy
to prove that the platypus laid eggs x16 (thus reinforcing Geoffroy's
belief that it was transitional between reptiles and mammals). Owen, on
the other hand, was committed to ovoviviparity; and it was his papers
113. Owen, Hunterian Lecture 3 (1837) MS, f. 34, in Owen, ibid.
114. On one aspect, Owen's use of Mesozoic reptiles, see Adrian Desmond,
"Designing the Dinosaur: Richard Owen's Response to Robert Edmond Grant,"
Isis, 70 (1979), 224-234.
115. Zoological Society Minutes of Council, vols. I-IV, MS, Zoological
Society of London.
116. See Grant's letter reproduced in Geoffroy St.-Hilaire, "Consid6rations
sur des oeufs d'Ornithorinque, formant de nouveaux documens pour la question
de la classification des Monotr~mes,"Ann. ScL Nat., 18 (1829), 157-164.
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on marsupial and monotreme reproduction from 1832 to 1834 that
earned him a Fellowship of the Royal Society. Inside the Zoological
Society diametric positions were being staked out. Thus the first
volume of the Transactions carried Grant's two papers on the "naked"
cephalopods, which again emphasized their likeness to fishes, and
Owen's seminal paper on the chimpanzee, with its pointed refutation
of Bory, Lamarck, and Geoffroy on the question of the ape's transmutation into man. 117
The dichotomy ran deep, and knowing its moral significance we
cannot be surprised that Owen supported what the Lancet called "a
malignant and odious junto," which determined to oust Grant at the
elections in April 1835. Ha The ostensible reasons for the junto's move
are not clear, but possibly pertained to disputes on the management of
the institution. Intrigue was rife, and the fellows were split. A confused
month of intense lobbying ended with the junto's successful removal
of Grant by a general vote. He was the only practicing scientist to be
balloted out, and it was the more iniquitous in Wakley's eyes because
Grant had become the "main pillar in the institution. ' ' n 9 Reserved
by nature, Grant retired quietly from the society, refusing to have
anything more to do with it. In so doing he lost a major platform and
possibly a potential source of funding; more important, he lost access
to valuable dissection material. In contrast, Owen went from strength
to strength, and in 1840 was finally given sole rights "to dissect whenever and whatever he liked" at the Zoological Gardens) 2° This was
the first sign that Grant's institutional power base was shrinking, and
with it his ability to research and publish effectively.
GRANT'S DECLINE
It is simplistic to see Grant's scientific decline as a consequence
solely of his Lamarckism. Even his ejection from the council of the
117. Robert E. Grant, "On the Structure and Characters of Loligopsis, and
Account of a New Species (Lol. guttata, Grant) from the Indian Seas," Trans.
Zool. Soc. London, 1 (1835), 21-28; and "On the Anatomy of the Sepiola
vulgar&, Leach, and Account of a New Species (Sep. stenodactyla, Grant) from
the Coast of Mauritius," ibid., pp. 77-86. Contrast these with Owen's antiLamarckian "On the Osteology of the Chimpanzee and Orang Utah," ibid., pp.
343-379.
118. Lancet (1834-35: II), 389.
119. Ibid., p. 199. Wakley castigated Owen for voting with the junto, in
Lancet (1836-37: I), 766.
120. Owen, Life, I, 169.
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Zoological Society supposedly resulted from a policy clash - whatever
the larger moral issues looming in the background. And something
similar might be said of his "lapse into absolute penury." 121 At the
societies Owen's neutralization of the Lamarckian threat obviously
had an indirect effect, but the immediate causes of Grant's impoverishment were the inadequate financial provisions at the university and
the monopolistic structure of the medical corporations, which effectively barred him from practicing in London,
By the 1840's Grant was in dire straits. John Beddoe encountered
him in 1849 living in a "slum." Implored by well-wishers to move, he
cynically asked why: "I have found the world to be chiefly composed
of knaves and harlots, and I would as lief live among the one as the
other." 122 He had felt the financial pinch since the university first
opened its doors, and many of his preserved letters are requests for
loans or reimbursements from the college. At first he was provided
with "guarantee money" (£300 per annum), but in 1831 this was
abolished, leaving the subject unprotected. J. B. Morrell has described
a similar arrangement at Edinburgh, which he calls "professorial laissezfaire." 123 Teachers had to attract enough students to subsist on fees
alone, which was unfortunate in Grant's case because the authorities
failed to make comparative anatomy compulsory for those sitting the
M. D. degree. As a result his classes were small. In an average year, say
1834-35, he took in only £121 in fees, of which he kept £110.10s. TM
The same year Lindley, for example, earned £379 and Turner £813. In
fact, throughout the thirties and forties Grant made considerably less
money than a junior clerk. His predicament was a warning to all, particularly those contemplating a career at University College. It made both
Lyell and John Phillips think twice; indeed, the college had failed to
attract more illustrious names (such as Charles Babbage and William
Hooker) precisely because of the uncertainty over professorial pay. l~s
121.Lancet (1850: II), 711.
122. John Beddoe, Memories of Eighty Years (Bristol: Arrowsmith, 1910),

pp. 32-33.
123. J. B. Morrell, "Science and Scottish University Reform: Edinburgh in
1826," Brit. J. Hist. Sei., 6 (1972), 42.
124. "Professors' Fees Books", MS, UCL. Half of all earnings over £100 had
to be repaid to the college (the penalty of teaching at a joint-stock university).
I have calculated that Grant averaged £117 per annum in the 1830's and £113
in the 1840's, before deduction of the college's share. In 1834 the chair of natural
history at King's College, London, was actually abolished for lack of students.
125. K. LyeU, ed., Life, Letters and Journals of Sir Charles Lyell, Bart.
(London: John Murray, 1881), I, 178, 397; Edmonds, "First Geological Lecture
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Grant could have made a tolerable living from an additional medical
practice. 126 But that would have entailed his submitting to a College of
Physicians examination in London (which many reformers considered
illegal) in order to obtain a licence. He refused to demean himself,
being already a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh,
and threw his weight behind the reformers' attempts to break this
monopolistic stranglehold. ~27 Hence his alignment with Wakley and
the radicals.
His laudable stand was inevitably self-defeating. But the same might
be said of so many aspects o f his life - whether it was his espousal
of Lamarckism, his refusal to kowtow to the monopolists, or his
radical call for democratic reform. Grant was a gentle and humorous
man, but his uncompromising nature constantly put him in a vulnerable
position. It is hazardous for historians to tease out any one cause of
his decline; Lamarckism was just one part of a much larger picture.
CONCLUSION
Wakley in 1846 called Grant "at once the most eloquent, the most
accomplished, the most self-sacrificing, and the most unrewarded man
in the profession." ,as I have shown some of the reasons why this was
so, and I have suggested that his Lamarckism was one of a number
of factors that served to alienate him from the conservative scientific
community in the 1830's and 1840's. I have further shown the need for
a fundamental rethinking of Grant's position in the history of biology.
There is little profit in seeing him as a precursor of Darwin. His importance lies as a teacher of philosophical anatomy and as the disseminator of Geoffroy's views in London. With the recent interest of
historians in the emergence of a non-Paleyite approach to design in
the 1830's (that is, an approach stemming from a unity of plan), a
reassessment of Grant along these lines seems in order.
Course," p. 260; J. B. Morrell, "London Institutions and Lyell's Career: 182041," Brit. J. Hist. Sci., 9 (1976), 142.
126. His friend Marshall Hall was earning £2,200 a year from his practice by
1833, although admittedly he was "the rising sun of the profession". Charlotte
Hall, Memoirs o f MarshallHall (London: Bentley, 1861), pp. 69,120.
127. Grant, Present State o f the Medical Profession, pp. 56-57, attacked
the Royal College of Physicians on class, religious, and monopolistic grounds,
in particular decrying the college's Oxbridge Anglican restriction for Fellowship,
which biased it against the Presbyterians and the dissenters.
128. Lancet (1846: I), 418.
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Also, by understanding Grant's professional and transmutational
threat, we can more fully appreciate the anti-Lamarckian ploys of
leading scientists like Owen and Lyell. These scientific and social
tactics reinforced the isolation Grant suffered as a result of his radical,
materialistic, and antimonopolist views. Together with the laissez-faire
arrangements at the joint-stock university, they led to his financial
collapse - and to the decline of his scientific output that Darwin found
so inexplicable. Beddoe described Grant as a disappointed man. "Alas!"
wrote Wakley. "Who would be an English Cuvier?" 129
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